Congratulations!

After obtaining your first professional qualification, you can now proceed to obtain a second tertiary degree. This pamphlet is intended to help you choose a course of study.

However, there is no substitute for a personal interview, which you are welcome to have at any faculty. The goal of our master’s degree programmes is to enhance, specialise and extend the knowledge and skills obtained in previous study. Content can be more research-oriented or more application-oriented, depending on the degree programme. I can ensure you that by opting for OTH Regensburg, which has a very good reputation all throughout Germany and beyond, you will have chosen the right place to study. Moreover, if you have not already made Regensburg your home, you will certainly be impressed by this city’s beauty when you explore it for the first time.

I would be delighted if we could welcome you here as a new student!

Yours,

Prof. Wolfgang Baier
President of OTH Regensburg

ARCHITECTURE DEGREE PROGRAMME
MASTER OF ARTS (M.A.)

Admission requirements:
Bachelor’s degree (180 ECTS credits), diploma or equivalent tertiary qualification in architecture, minimum grade “good”, i.e. ECTS grade “C” required; aptitude test if necessary
Please note: the course programme is taught mostly in German. You will need written and spoken command of the German language for successful completion of your studies.

Application: Online and by post
In the event of uncertainty about the equivalence of qualifications, the applicant may be asked to complete an aptitude test. If the overall grade “good” is not achieved, the applicant can demonstrate their suitability for the specific degree programme by passing an aptitude test.

■ Digital work folder

Application deadlines: 30th of June and 15th of January
Start of course: Winter semester, 1st of October | Summer semester, 15th of March

Student advisory service:
Prof. Rudolf Hierl · rudolf.hierl@oth-regensburg.de

Contact: OTH Regensburg · Faculty of Architecture
Prüfeninger Straße 58 · 93049 Regensburg
Tel. +49 (0)941 943-1180 · Fax +49 (0)941 943-1431
www.oth-regensburg.de
Dear prospective students!

The central theme of this master’s degree programme at OTH Regensburg is „architecture and context“. The development of architecture has been defined by two poles, and will continue to be, far into the future: one comprises technological progress, energy savings and climate protection, while the other comprises contextual compatibility and preservation of built heritage for a changing society.

Due to its remarkable built fabric, Regensburg is very well positioned as a location for a study course focusing on this domain. A World Heritage Site since 2006 and simultaneously subject to significant growth dynamics, this city offers an optimal backdrop for conveying and studying appropriate handling of the historical and contemporary context.

Our faculty has an international network and acknowledges the building culture of the region. Thus, we see ourselves as a forum for issues regarding architecture and urban development in our catchment area, but also in a globally networked world: from the immediate surroundings, to the house, through to the city.

This encompasses active, creative study with interdisciplinary offers and work in teaching offices, as well as excursions to investigate architecture all around the world.

I am pleased to welcome you to our faculty!

Prof. Birgit Scheuerer
Dean, Faculty of Architecture